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ABSTRACT: This paper reports a study of ethanol pyrolysis (C2H5OH,
EtOH) by film boiling at temperatures ranging from 600 to 1500 K. The
reactor space is created in a self-assembled manner by first bringing EtOH to a
boil on the surface of a horizontal tube submerged in a pool of EtOH and then
increasing the power to the tube in steps to force transitioning the boiling
regimes through nucleate boiling, the critical heat flux state, and finally film
boiling. EtOH pyrolysis is found to yield hydrogen in the highest
concentration followed by ethylene (C2H4), methane (CH4), and carbon
monoxide (CO) in approximately equal proportions. Ethane (C2H6) and
carbon dioxide (CO) concentrations were several orders of magnitude lower.
The abundance of hydrogen was conjectured to be due to the absence of
chemical inhibitors in the system. Reactions to explain formation of the product gases are suggested based on the chain nature of
EtOH decomposition. Liquid sampling showed the presence of refluxed water along with acetaldehyde (CH3CHO) and trace
quantities of formaldehyde (CH2O) and ethyl acetate (CH3COOC2H5). Evidence of heterogeneous surface reactions is
postulated for tube temperatures below about 1000 K. The results are consistent with more conventional reactor designs, which
establishes the potential for film boiling to serve as a simple and useful chemical processing technology.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ethanol (C2H5OH, EtOH, normal boiling point 352 K) is
widely used as a biofuel additive in commercial gasoline blends
(e.g., E10). It has attracted much attention for this application
as well as to understand its fundamental oxidation kinetics.1−17

Equally important is the thermal decomposition of EtOH
because pyrolysis reactions are embedded in oxidation kinetics.
Experimental designs used in EtOH decomposition studies
have included shock tubes, various reactor designs (e.g., tubular
flow reactors and jet-stirred and packed bed reactors), and
laminar premixed flame configurations. The temperature ranges
covered regimes influenced to an extent by heterogeneous
(surface) reactions at low temperatures and homogeneous
(bulk) decomposition at high temperatures with theoretical
predictions reported up to 2000 K.1,4−6

The experimental configurations provide a thermal environ-
ment for decomposition characterized by a well-defined
temperature in the reaction zone. They are rather stationary
installations well suited for laboratory scale studies. A reactor
design that is conceptually mobile so the reactor could be
brought to the reactant, that does not need pumps to transport
fluid through the reaction zone, or hardware to prevaporize
chemicals that are liquid in the standard atmosphere, and is
easily fabricated while being capable of providing fundamental
information about reaction chemistry would be a useful
alternative. This paper describes such a reactor and uses it to
study decomposition of EtOH.
EtOH decomposes by a well-known process as noted above

and, as such, there was no expectation of significant differences

with the literature. On the other hand, identifying product
species and comparing with literature values provides a means
to assess performance under film boiling conditions. In this
way, and by showing a consistency with results using other
reactor designs, film boiling as a chemical processing
technology could then be applied to new and complex systems
with confidence in the results.
The reactor design is based on the film boiling regime of

multiphase heat transport. In this boiling mode, the surface on
which film boiling is established is covered with a thin vapor
film that provides a reactor space and thermal conditions which
promote decomposition of the gases flowing within it. Figure 1a
schematically illustrates this configuration for a horizontal tube
(other heater configurations for supporting film boiling can be
envisioned for present purposes as well (e.g., flat plate)). Figure
1b shows the vapor flow paths involved with the design.
Film boiling has several features useful for studying thermal

decomposition. Perhaps most importantly is its potential to
create surface temperatures sufficient to promote decom-
position. This potential is derived from the insulating effect of
the vapor film that covers the surface. Moreover, unlike any
other chemical processing technology, a reactor based on film
boiling does not need to be fabricated in the conventional
sense. Instead, it essentially builds itself, or is self-assembled, by
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the natural transition of the multiphase heat transfer states
associated with progressive heating of the tube (Figure 1) from
single phase convection to nucleate boiling and finally to the
film boiling configuration depicted in Figure 1. A single process
variable (surface temperature) controls development of the
reactor space and the thermal environment for decomposition,
and when operated in a buoyancy field as in the present study
no pumps are required to transport gases inside the film.
At sufficiently high temperatures in the vapor film, the gases

will decompose at appreciable rates forming products in
sufficiently high concentration that they can be identified and
their concentrations measured. The gases collect in the bubbles
that form and pinch off the tube and then percolate through the
liquid pool. Bubble transport is dictated by the buoyancy forces
acting on the bubbles. The bubble contents are released when
they reach the free liquid surface of the pool. They are then
analyzed as the gases pass out of the system and through flow
meters and gas detection equipment.
An oversimplification of EtOH decomposition is by a

unimolecular route that forms only H2O and C2H4:
1−3,18−21

⎯→⎯ +
K

C H OH C H H O2 5
1

2 4 2 (1)

(the rate constant is expressed by the Arrhenius form,

= −⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠K A exp E

R T1 1
1

g
where Rg is the gas constant, E1 is the

activation energy, and A1 is the frequency factor for the reaction
(which may depend weakly on temperature). In reality, EtOH
decomposition can involve multiple chain-branching reactions
to produce other stable species, especially in the absence of
chemical inhibitors.2,6,20−23 In this event, hydrogen will be
produced, which is of particular interest as an energy
source.24,25

The next section discusses the experimental arrangement and
procedures. Section 3.1describes the operational domain for
EtOH film boiling, and the Supporting Information includes a
video showing development of the reactor volume. A discussion
of results is then presented in Section 3.2.

2. EXPERIMENT
The results reported here were obtained using the experimental
design described in ref 26 where more details can be found. A
brief description of the apparatus and procedure is presented in
this section. All of the experimental results were obtained under
atmospheric pressure.
The apparatus consists of a 4.4 L glass chamber with metal

flanges at the ends and feed-thru fittings partially filled with 3.5
L of EtOH. A horizontal tube, attached at the ends by copper
clamps with electrical busses for supplying power to the tube, is
positioned in the chamber and submerged in the EtOH pool.
The tube is electrically heated in steps (see below) to transition
EtOH to the film boiling regime. The gases exit the chamber
and pass through condensers in a configuration that allows
condensable products to reflux to the pool.
Because of refluxing, the initially pure EtOH pool is

transformed into a miscible mixture of condensable products
with EtOH during operation. The liquid is sampled periodically
and analyzed offline using GC/MS to identify the condensable
products and their relative amounts. Table 1 shows the liquid

pool composition at a tube temperature of 1206 K. The
condensable in highest relative concentration is acetaldehyde,
whose decomposition is part of the reaction network discussed
in Section 3.2 to explain the product gases formed.
The condensables can be preferentially vaporized at the

interface between the vapor film and liquid and enter the
reactor volume defined by the vapor film surrounding the tube.
Within the film, they decompose while flowing in the film
under the action of buoyancy (cf, Figure 1). Noncondensable
gases pass out of the system with a small flow passing through a
gas chromatograph to identify the noncondensable product
gases and their concentrations. The liquid level in the chamber
is maintained throughout an experiment by slowly feeding fresh
EtOH into the bottom of the chamber as needed. It is noted
that the alternative to this flow configuration is to prevent
refluxing, in which case the EtOH would remain pure
throughout operation.
An Inconel 600 tube is used as a substrate to support film

boiling, which was 2.38 mm OD, 1.88 mm ID, and with an
active boiling region of 60 mm. A ceramic tube insert provides
structural support to minimize sagging of the tube at the upper
levels of temperature especially near its melting point. Two

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of film boiling on a horizontal tube (section a-
a of Figure 3c); (b) schematic of vapor flow and reactive paths for
endothermic decomposition of A (EtOH) in film of thickness δ. Table 1. Mole Fraction of Condensable Products in the 3.5 L

Liquid Pool after 4 Hours of Continuous Operation at a
Tube Temperature of Approximately 1206 K

chemical formula Tb (K)
mole

fraction

mole fraction
relative to
EtOH

ethanol C2H5OH 351 0.9498 1.0
acetaldehyde CH3CHO 293 0.0375 0.03948
water H2O 373 0.0099 0.01042
formaldehyde CH2O 254 0.0013 0.00014
1,1-
diethoxyethane

CH3CH(OC2H5)2 376 0.0011 0.00012

ethyl acetate CH3COOC2H5 350 0.0005 0.00005
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thermocouples are positioned within the ceramic insert to
monitor the tube temperature during power increments. Prior
to an experiment, the tube was polished. A new tube was used
for each repetition.
The data acquisition system consists of two flow meters in

parallel (with different ranges of sensitivity), a programmable
digital power supply, a personal computer (PC), and a gas
chromatograph (Gow-Mac Instruments Series 600-TCD gas
chromatograph). A LabVIEW program controls power incre-
ments to the tube (through an Agilent 6681A digital power
supply) and stores temperature, voltages, and currents in the
PC. An array of immersion heaters is mounted in the liquid
pool to control liquid temperature. EtOH is kept to within a
few degrees of its saturation temperature throughout operation.
Film boiling is established in a procedure that involves first

immersing the tube into the EtOH pool and then increasing
power to the tube in 0.1 V increments to transition the heat
transfer modes from single phase convection, to nucleate
boiling, the critical heat flux (CHF) point, and ultimately film
boiling. After each voltage increment, the system is allowed to
reach steady state (about 5 min). During the transition from
one steady state condition to the next, the 0.1 V increment
typically corresponds to heating rates between 0.1 and 0.4 K/s.
A video showing the transition from nucleate to film boiling

of EtOH is included in the Supporting Information. In the
video, film boiling is shown to be established at the left side of
the tube. The transition front from nucleate to film boiling
moves to the right. The copper power clamps are visible at each
end. The video was operated at 24 frames per second. The
initiation of film boiling occurs approximately 8 s after the
video is started. The transition front did not occur at the same
location (left, right, or near center) for all tubes used in the
experiments.
Attempts to raise the heat flux above the CHF initiates

development of a vapor film and film boiling. Once in film
boiling, the tube temperature is varied by incrementally by
increasing power to it. At each power setting, the bulk liquid
and tube temperatures, the electrical current through the tube,
exhaust gas flow rates, and gas compositions are all recorded
electronically. The upper temperature limit of the results
reported is about 1500 K, at which level the tube would buckle
(the melting point of Inconel is 1686 K), and the experiment
then stopped.
An important consideration in identifying an appropriate

temperature for decomposition concerns the large temperature
variation across the vapor film (thickness δ in Figure 1). A
simple model was developed26 to specify a suitable reaction
temperature. It is based on considering that most of the
conversion in the vapor film will occur within a small layer near
the tube surface because of the strong dependence of the
conversion rate on temperature for Arrhenius kinetics. It was
judged that the tube temperature Tw can characterize the
thermal environment for the reaction in some cases, especially
at lower temperatures. When presenting the experimental data
in the next section, Tw is used as the representative temperature
with the above consideration in mind.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. EtOH Boiling Curve. The boiling curve of a liquid27

delineates the operational boundaries of heat flux and
temperature for film boiling. At low heat fluxes (q2″ and
temperature (T2)), the vapor film begins to destabilize because
the temperature is too low to maintain separation of the vapor

film from the surface, and the vapor film begins to break down
as liquid/solid contact occurs.
As shown in Figure 2, at low temperatures (<T1), EtOH is in

nucleate boiling where the temperature is low and decom-

position is unlikely to occur at an appreciable rate because the
minimum temperature for unimolecular decomposition of
EtOH appears to be over 700 K.6

Once CHF is reached, the tube temperature jumps to T3, and
the tube then becomes covered with vapor. Upon lowering the
heat flux in the film boiling regime the film will destabilize at
temperature, T2, because of insufficient energy to the liquid to
maintain the bubble population: the vapor film collapses and
the reactor space then disappears. Within the range T2 to T4,
the vapor film is maintained by heat transfer to the fluid, and
decomposition is possible.
Few elements of the boiling curve are predictable from first

principles. A high degree of empiricism is required because of
the dependence of the need to know the surface topology such
as surface imperfections and their distribution and morphology
(size and shape), which are unique to surface finish and not
generally predictable from first principles. In this case various
constants are introduced into the formulations that are found to
best match measurements. An exception is the CHF.
It is generally accepted that the coalescence of bubbles near

the CHF is responsible for choking off the return flow of liquid
to the surface as the bubbles try to escape, which leads to the
temperature excursion T1 to T3 (i.e., across the transition front
shown in the companion video of the paper in the Supporting
Information). The measured CHF shown in Figure 2 is 372
kW/m2 at 375 K. The predicted value, accounting for the effect
of the tube size27 and using EtOH properties at saturation, is
451 kW/m2. The 18% difference is within the range of
applicability of the formulations.
The transition from nucleate to film boiling (T1 to T3 in

Figure 2) is represented by the photographs in Figure 3. Figure
3a shows the bubble morphology in nucleate boiling. A
plethora of bubbles line the tube surface where they form at
distinct nucleation sites and do not coalesce. As the heat flux is
increased (Figure 3b), the bubble population increases, and the

Figure 2. Boiling curve of EtOH showing the CHF and minimum film
boiling temperatures. On transition from CHF to film boiling, the tube
temperature jumps from T1 to T3 (i.e., across the transition front
shown in the video of film boiling of EtOH provided in the Supporting
Information). T4 is the upper limit before the tube would be damaged,
while at T2, the film is destabilized, and the reactor space disappears.
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bubbles begin to coalesce. At high input fluxes to the tube, the
departing bubbles completely coalesce and form a vapor layer
around the tube (Figure 3c). The reactor space is within this
vapor layer, and the bubbles shown in Figure 3c will ostensibly
contain the reaction products.
The bubble morphology shown in Figure 3c is consistent

with detailed simulations of film boiling which include three-
dimensional effects.28−31 The bubble configuration is similar to
predicted shapes though the simulations do not include
decomposition of gases flowing in the film. As shown in Figure
3c and the associated video, a periodic cycle of nucleation and
detachment of bubbles appears to occur at the top of the tube,
which is a characteristic feature of film boiling in general. The
film boiling cycle has been described using Kelvin−Helmholtz
instability theory as the mechanism for rising bubbles to
coalesce, and the bubble spacing on the tube surface has been
considered to correspond to a Taylor wavelength.27−33

As gases flow around the tube, they accumulate at the top
and thicken the film; instabilities can develop, and bubbles will
then depart from nodes with spacing corresponding to the

Taylor wavelength λ = σ
ρ ρ−

C
g( )L g

where C = π2 3 for one-

dimensional waves. For EtOH, Figure 3c shows four locations
from which the four bubbles depart. The average bubble

spacing in Figure 3c is approximately 21 mm. Using saturated
EtOH properties, the computed Taylor wavelength is λ ≈ 17
mm. The 14% difference with experiment is well within the
−25 to +60% range noted in ref 28, which confirms the physics
that govern the film boiling bubble departure cycle.

3.2. Product Yield Rates. There are two considerations for
operation of a reactor based on film boiling. The first is that the
reactor space must be created, which here is by formation of the
vapor film (Figure 1). The second is that the temperature in the
vapor film must be high enough for decomposition to occur at
appreciable rates. When these conditions are met, decom-
position will occur at measurable rates and be manifested by a
product gas flow through the exhaust system that would not
otherwise exist if decomposition did not occur (i.e., for the
experimental design used here where the exhaust flow will
contain only noncondensable gases).
Figure 4 shows the variation of noncondensable product gas

volumetric flux with temperature.

The inset shows the same data on a logarithmic scale for
greater clarity at low temperatures. The substantial increase of
flow rate above 1000 K signals the emerging importance of
EtOH decomposition from reactions initiated by C−C bond
cleavage.
The individual species and their volumetric fluxes in the

product gases were identified by GC analysis. As shown in
Figure 5 six noncondensable stable species were detected in the
gas product stream: H2, CO, CH4, C2H4, C2H6, and CO2.
Hydrogen has the highest concentration at all temperatures,
which is consistent with theoretical predictions of EtOH
decomposition that do not include inhibitors.3

Water is not among the gaseous species detected in the
exhaust stream because it was condensed and refluxed to the
liquid pool. It was not meaningful to compare the water
concentration in the liquid with the concentrations of
noncondensable stable gaseous products because the water
concentration in the pool (shown in Table 1 for one particular
condition) depends on the total liquid volume which is a
control variable. More important is the relative concentration of
species in the liquid (last column in Table 1). The acetaldehyde
concentration is higher, which lends some support for a kinetic
mechanism that includes decomposition of EtOH to

Figure 3. Selected photographs showing boiling configurations of
saturated ethanol. (a) Nucleate boiling, Tw = 370 K; (b) transition
region; (c) film boiling at Tw = 638 K. Bubbles in panel c contain
decomposition products. Vapor film in which decomposition occurs is
indicated. A schematic of section a-a in panel c is given in Figure 1a.
Tube diameter is 2.38 mm.

Figure 4. Total volumetric flux of exhaust gas flow rate from EtOH
decomposition obtained from percolating bubbles. Inset expands scale
of the same data (without uncertainty bars) to more clearly show
fluxes over all temperatures.
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acetaldehyde, as noted below. Water is the third most abundant
dissolved liquid, though its concentration is still small.
Figure 5 shows that below 1000 K the variation of volumetric

fluxes with temperature is significantly weaker than at higher
temperatures. Surface reactions of EtOH on an Inconel
substrate have been reported with the importance of hydro-
genation and dehydration reactions considered to form a
carbon layer.24,25 Surface reactions tend to have a lower
activation energy compared to homogeneous reactions and,
therefore, would result in a weaker dependence on temperature.
This would be consistent with heterogeneous reactions being
important at temperatures below around 1000 K in Figure 5
compared to higher temperatures. For surface reactions, the
role of ethylene was speculated to be important in the process
of forming carbon or coke through the transition that begins
with ethylene.24 It could proceed through acetylene, C2H4 →
acetylene → polymers → coke, where acetylene (though not
detected) can be an unstable decomposition product of EtOH
decomposition.
As seen in Figure 5, the order of concentrations in the

product gas is approximately H2 > [CO, CH4, C2H4] (nearly
the same) > C2H6 > CO2. The hydrogen concentration in the
exhaust gas is high in Figure 5 as contrasted to neat EtOH data
reported in a flow reactor3 (though the diagnostics used (i.e., an
FTIR) would not be able to detect hydrogen). It is also
interesting to note that simulations of a zero-dimensional
reactor reported in ref 3 predict significant hydrogen formation
without inhibitors present. Wall-catalyzed reactions are another
source of hydrogen production from EtOH decomposition.24,25

The species in Figure 5 would not all be present if eq 1 were
the main EtOH decomposition route. For example, Park et al.1

lists 10 reactions based on theoretical calculations in addition to
eq 1 that involve H, OH, and CH3 radicals. Sivaramakrishana et
al.20 note 37 reactions for EtOH decomposition that involve
intermediates. Here, C−C bond cleavage of EtOH to form
radicals is an alternative route to initiate the EtOH
decomposition process.
The chain branching route for EtOH decomposition includes

the lowest energy channel20 and begins with the formation of
the methyl radical,

→ +C H OH CH CH OH2 5 3 2 (2)

Numerous other radical reactions are also involved. A set of
reactions is suggested to explain formation of stable products
shown in Figure 5 that includes radical reactions as follows.
Radicals R (e.g., R = CH3, H, OH) can attack EtOH via the

reactions

+ → +C H OH R RH CH CH O2 5 3 2 (3)

+ → +C H OH R RH CH CH OH2 5 2 2 (4)

+ → +C H OH R RH CH CHOH2 5 3 (5)

(if R = OH in any of the above, then water is formed). The
products in eqs 3−5 can decompose to form additional radicals
via the routes

→ +CH CH O CH CH O3 2 3 2 (6)

→ +CH CH OH C H OH2 2 2 4 (7)

→ +CH CHOH CH CHO H3 3 (8)

Decomposition of the CH2OH radical from eq 2 gives
formaldehyde and hydrogen as

→ +CH OH CH O H2 2 (9)

Table 1 shows that acetaldehyde (CH3CHO) is the most
prevalent condensable in the liquid pool. Its decomposition
(which here would occur by preferentially vaporizing into the
vapor film as noted previously) is well-characterized.34 It can
produce CH3CO via the reaction

+ → +CH CHO R RH CH CO3 3 (10)

or CH2CHO by the reaction

+ → +CH CHO R RH CH CHO3 2 (11)

In eq 10, the radical abstracts a hydrogen atom from the
acetyl group, while in eq 11, the radical abstracts a hydrogen
atom from the methyl group of acetaldehyde to decompose
acetaldehyde as,

→ +CH CHO CH HCO3 3 (12)

Eq 12 is expected to be comparatively slow relative to eq 10
because the C−C bond energy is high in eq 12. The CH3CO
intermediate from eq 10 can decompose to produce CO by the
reaction

→ +CH CO CH CO3 3 (13)

And the CO can be attacked by OH

+ → +CO OH CO H2 (14)

to provide a source of CO2 by conversion of CO in the system.
The CH2CHO intermediate from eq 11 can decompose to

form an H atom and ketene (CH2CO),

→ +CH CHO CH CO H2 2 (15)

The formaldehyde from eq 9 can react with a radical to form
HCO,

+ → +CH O R HCO RH2 (16)

which in turn can decompose to form CO and H,

→ +HCO H CO (17)

Eq 17 provides an alternative source of H and CO atoms.
To complete the overall sequence, H atoms may recombine

to produce hydrogen

Figure 5. Volumetric flux of stable noncondensable products in
exhaust stream from EtOH decomposition.
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+ →H H H2 (18)

or react with methyl radicals to produce methane,

+ →H CH CH3 4 (19)

while ethane would form from

+ →CH CH C H3 3 2 6 (20)

The multiple sources of H atoms in the above sequence are
responsible for the abundance of hydrogen in the product
stream (Figure 5) when no inhibitors are present.
The above sequence is based on the chain nature of EtOH

decomposition without chemical inhibitors and explains the
formation of the species in Figure 5. For every EtOH molecule
decomposed by direct C−C bond cleavage (eq 2), many other
EtOH decomposition reactions will occur to bring more
radicals into the system. The reaction sequence also postulates
the presence of a variety of stable species produced in the
environment of film boiling. The decomposition process could
be considerably simplified by removing intermediates through
inhibitors that eliminate radical reactions and ostensibly leave
eqs 1 and 2 as the sole means of decomposing EtOH. This
remains a consideration for future studies in a film boiling
reactor. As a final point, we are not able to determine rate
parameters for individual reactions because a detailed numerical
model for film boiling does not exist which includes
decomposition in the vapor film.

4. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results of the present study are summarized as follows. (1)
The efficacy of film boiling to provide a thermal environment
for decomposing EtOH was demonstrated. Overall, the
products detected are consistent with prior work. (2) Film
boiling of EtOH was maintained for tube surface temperatures
between 627 and 1500 K (the highest value imposed in the
experiments) at atmospheric pressure. At lower temperatures,
the film destabilizes, and the reactor space disappeared. (3) In
the absence of chemical inhibitors, H2 had the highest
concentration in the product stream, with lesser amounts of
C2H4, CO, CH4, CO2, and C2H6 detected. (4) Formation of
the noncondensables is explained by a chain branching
mechanism initiated by methyl radicals that provide additional
routes to forming the stable species. (5) Evidence for
heterogeneous reactions on the Inconel substrate is suggested
below about 1000 K, where the variation of product yields with
temperature was significantly lower than that at higher
temperatures. (6) Several species were found in the liquid
pool during prolonged operation that had transformed EtOH
into a miscible mixture with acetaldehyde being in the largest
concentration. The additional species detected in the liquid
pool were a consequence of allowing condensable products to
reflux to the chamber. (7) The morphology of film boiling
consisted of bubble streams emanating from the top of the
tube. The spacing of the streams was consistent with
predictions from the Taylor wavelength of one-dimensional
waves.
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